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Abstract: While fine-grained functional hierarchies like that of Cinque (1999) are 
not cross-linguistically tenable, many have argued that a courser-grained option is 
available that consists of limited domains rather than particular functional 
projections. On this approach, an event (vP-domain) is contained within a domain 
that anchors the event in time and space (TP-domain, yielding a 
situation/proposition). That TP domain is then embedded in a domain that links 
the proposition to discourse context: the extended CP domain (Ritter and 
Wiltschko 2014; Wiltschko 2014; Ramchand and Svenonius 2014).  This talk is 
concerned with that latter domain, which typically contains projections related to 
information structure like topic and focus.  
 
I suggest that information structure can be analyzed not in terms of structurally 
height, but instead as being necessarily derivationally-late. On a typical Minimalist 
analysis, derivational lateness corresponds directly to structural height. But if we 
allow an operation like Late Merger (Lebeaux 1988, Stepanov 2001, among 
others), it allows for counter-cyclic analyses where a structure may enter the 
phrase structure late in the derivation, despite being relatively low in the phrase 
structure. The claim is that there is still a relevant generalization correlating to the 
Hierarchy of Projections, but that it is more precisely defined in terms of 
derivational sequences rather than structural height specifically.  
 
This approach is defended with evidence from Bantu languages. Across a broad 
range of grammatical constructions, and across a broad range of languages, there 
is evidence for a structurally-low domain (roughly equivalent to vP) wherein 
various operations related to focus and givenness occur. Notably, the analyses of 
these constructions (e.g. object marking and conjoint/disjoint marking) is surface-
oriented: the relevant information-structural operations are readily definable on 
standard mechanisms of Agree and movement as long as they occur after typical 
A- and A'-movements have occurred. I suggest that this is explainable if the 
relevant functional head Late Merges into the structure after structurally higher 
content like TP has been Merged.  
 


